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The London Klezmer Quartet is a dynamic all-female group
of performers whose deep understanding of klezmer, the
celebratory & soulful music of Eastern European Jews, is reflected
in exuberant, passionate & accomplished performances that
captivate audiences of all ages & backgrounds.
The group plays old and new traditional material guaranteed
to move audiences from toe-tapping to tears and back
again in moments.
“I’m still buzzing from yesterday evening’s concert! It was
absolutely superb. It was dramatic, beautifully played, very
evocative, entertaining and one of those nights out where you
feel so happy to have been there! They also struck a perfect
balance between music & talk; exactly what I was after.”
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Formerly the Allambie Heights Uniting Church, Humph
Hall is now the private home of Gial & Wayne.
Bookings: 9939 8802 wayne@humphhall.org - humphhall.org
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